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The objective of this irv ition was to study the flow field
in th<- . Hate vicinity of a finite cone and to compare the results
with analytical values for an infinite cone. Pressure distribution
over the surface o >0 cone and the general characteristics of the
shock wave v7ere investigated. The tests were conducted at five -4ach
numbers covering the four re.-,iraes of flo . !-tioular attention
was given to the conditions at the apex of the cone. The locations
of the intersection of the sonic line with the surface of the cone
and with the shock- wave were* dete rn.ilned.
In general the tests demonstrate that at the apex of a finite
cone the pressure and the shock wave an^le closely approach the values
predicted ay analytical methods in the four regimes of flow.
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I. iw.-y::^-**:
is objective of this invest .1 b tc study the flew field
ir. t _ vici.il. finite cone and to conp'.re the res alts
with tic I values for to infinite cone. A previous investigation
was made by Marschner (Pef. 1/. The results of this vere inconclusive
for conditions near the apex of the cone at teach numbers near the
attachment Idaoh number* Also, because of the- selection of the oone
i- , his res ilts were net direotly comparable to the analytical
solutions oy Kopal (Ref* 2;*
This investigation was made on a circular cylinder with a 70
oonical nose since this was one of the cone angles for wnich the
taoular solution was avail:. j!< in (Ref* £/. The pressure distribution
over the surface of tho cone and the general cliaracteristicc of the
shook wave at each flow condition were investigated. The looation of
the points at which the looal ifaeh number became one, both on the
surface of th»? oone and immediately behind the shock wave, were
determined. Particular attention was given to conditions close to
tho apex of the cone. This was accomplished by the use of a diameter
for the cylinder just slightly smaller than the blocking size for the
tunnel at the lowest test Mach number, and by the use of a pressure
orifioe as close as possible to the apex of the cone* Five test Msch
numbers were selected in order that the flow over the cone could be
investigated in all four regimes; detached shook with subsonic flow
between the shock wave and the cone, attached shock with subsonic flow
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between the shock wave and tr .ohed shock with mixed flow
jetrreen the shock wav<> and the cone, and attached 6 hock with supersonic
flow * "hook \r.vo and the jo . Two of the test ''r-ch ^r^ers
ohnent ^aeh number. T a &rc sel-^ctfd
>ur re sro* 1.4P, ] 1,694, 1.86, and 1.997.
results f »s have b?on ti'.bulrxted by
1 (^ef. 2,. These analytical results show for the 70 infinite
cone that:
Initial Maoh tfave Position Maoh Number Surface Maoh
ktter Shook Number
1.000 < i* < 1.681 Detached
1.681 < M < 1.769 Attached
1.769 < M < 1.911 Attached
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The models used for this investigation were machined from brass
with an apex an^le of 70 # The cylinder diameter selected was .5
inches to obtain a size which would furnish the largest conical surface
but whioh would not blook the tunnel at -iach number of 1*49* A series
of eight models were used in order to make pressure measurements on
the surface of the cone and oehind the shoulder • Kaoh model has a
pressure orifice located on the cone, as shavn in Fi^* 1* Other than
the location of the pressure orifice the nodels were identioal. The
number one orifice v*as placed as close to the apex as possible % the
others were spaoed over the remaining conical surface and behind the-
shoulder*
The wind tunnel used for the tests was the GALCIT Supersonic Tfind
Tunnel. The tunnel is of closed throat, rectangular cross-section,
single return type* The test section is 2*5* by 2*i"* Complete details
of the tunnel are given in GALCIT publication (Ref. 3;* For two of the
tests, M&ch numbers 1*836 and 1*997, fixed nozzle blocks were used*
A flexible nozzle was used to obtain the oth^r three Mach numbers i 1*49,
1*694, and 1.86* A description of the flexible nozzle and adjusting
equipment is outlined in (Pef* ly* Each nozzle was calibrated b an
axial static* tube* The results of these calibrations are shown in Pi'* 2*
Pressure data was measured on each of the ei^ht models at each &*oh
number by the use of mercury rJ-tube manometers* All measurements were
made at zero angle of attack relative to the flow. The zero an^le was
determined f ieh model for #v©ry test. The procedure followed for
this was to olace th« orifioe of the model in an ur> position and
measure the pressure for several angles of attack relative to an
arbitrary zero. The orifioe was then placed in a down position and
tho pressures measured at these sane angles. Prom a olct of these
the rero anrl* of attack relative to the rlow was determined. A
sample -">lot of this procedure is shorn in Fig. 3. The model was then
set to this position and the orifioe pressure checked with the orifice
in both positions.
With the model at zero an^ie of attack, a Schlieren pioture was
taken. The orifice pressure, the wind tunnel settling tank sti;nation
pressure, and a representative test section wall orifioe pressure were
recorded. Throughout t)v» tests the relative humidity of the tunnel
was maintained between tro and four p*»r cent by the dryer.
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III RESULTS AND DISCISSION
In Fi£« 4 are given the symools used in the reduction and presen-
tation of data. The pressure measurements obtained were reduced to
non-dimensional form, P8/po , ?§ being the particular orifice pressure
and FQt the stagnation pressure in the settling chamber of the tunnel.
Fig. 5 through 9 snow the results for each Jiach number of Pg/PQ plotted
against s/x. x/s is the distance of the particular orifice from the
apex of the cone divided by the slant distance of the surface of the
oone. In Fi> 10 is a summary of this data. The variation of Pg/P
for each orifice with !4aoh number is shown in Fig. 11.
The pressure measurements were also reduced to the non-dimensional
form of P-/? ' t P • being the reservoir pressure behind the shock
wave at ohe apex. For My.cn numbers of 1.49 and 1.63G the normal shock
wave relations were used to determine ? f « The oolique shock wave
relations were used to determine r ' for Mach numoers with attached
shoe* wave. Fi
;
:. 12 through IS show P^^q' plotted against ^/s, with
a suraaary in Fi^. 17. The variation of Pg/P f with Mach number is
shown in Fi~. 18.
The Sohlieren negatives were projects 1 and the wave angles
measured at various stations from the oenterline of the cone. In
Fig. IS the shook wave pattern is shorm six times actual size. In
a. 2. through 2* is plotted the variation of the wave anb ~> , Q ,
witn Y/D f Y being th« distance from the oenterline of the cone and T),
the cylinder diameter. From the angles the 3&Lch number 9 Mg , behind
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the wave was computed b/ the oblique shock wave theory and plotted.
A summary of & and M- is shown in Pigs. 25 and 26.
For the iiach numbers of 1.49 and 1.636, the stagnation pressures
behind the shock were computed from the normal shook relations. These
were plov.ted in Pigs. 5 and 6. It is seen from the test data that the
surface pressures for these trro cases increase toward the apex of the
cone and tend to approach the stagnation pressure. rVora the stagnation
pressure behind the shock, the pressure for M - 1 was computed and
plotted at x/s - 1 in the figures. The tests show reasonable agreement
with these analytical values.
From Kopal (fief. 2/ a theoretical curve of P§/po with Jsach number
for the 70 infinite cone was made in "r'i
t
. 2. . The values of Pg/P for
a '• 1.694, 1.86, and 1.937 from this curve were plotted in Figs. 7, 8,
and 9. In each case the test results show that the surface pressure
closely approached the analytical values at the apex oJ the. cone. From
P the value of ^g/P for Ks - 1 was computed and plotted for U -~ 1.694
and 1.66. At M 1.694 it appears that a local liach number of one is
readied fit an x/t of .975. it If 1.&6 this value is reached at an
x/s of .5. These tests indioate that the point, at which the local
kfeioh number reache i one, moves down the surface of the cone from the
shoulder toward tne apex as the ~ach number increases, until the whole
region Is supersonic. :; sin^ the Prandtl-tfoyer expansion relations, the
pressure at the shoulder of the cone was computed and plotted In Fir. 9
for i . 997
.
In Figs. 21 and 22 is shown the fact that the shock angle approaches
the normal shock at the centerline of the cone for the detached oases.
Mg reached one at a Y/D of .96 for "A 1.49, and at .83 for M «= 1.836.
A theoretical curve of the shock wave an^rle, „,» with Mach number
for the 70 infinite cone was drawn in Fig. 28 from (Ref. 2/. These
values for the three attached shock: waves were plotted in Pigs. 23,
24, and 25. Prom those it is seen that the measured wave angle at the
apex was in close agreement with the analytical results. For the test
Mach number of 1.C94, '1^ equaled 1 at a Y/D of .67. ?or the Mach
nunuers of 1.86 and 1.997, M. was at all points supersonic. In Figs.
29 through 35 are representative Sohlieren photo6raphs taken during
the tests.
The results of these tests arc in agreement with the results
obtained in (Ref. 1 >. The patterns of .he ?-essure distrioution
ourves exhibit the saiae general oruructeristics. In both there is
a gradual decrease in the slope and lowering of the presjure corves
for ooth the detached and the attached conditions, with an inorease
in Jach number.
Within the scope of this investigation, the results indioate
that the pressure and shook wave angle at the apex of the 70° finite
cone closely approach the analytical results for the 70 infinite
oone. The conditions near the region of the attachment ilach number
which were open to question from the results obtained in (Ref. 1>
now appear to follow the, detached condition until the attachment iach
number is reached. After attachment, the analytical oonioal flow




In general the tests demonstrate that the surfaoe pressure
and the shock Mtve angle oloseiy apDroa.cn the values predicted by
the analytical methods in the f our refines of flow only at the apex
of a finite cone. For the mixed fla r ?*e. ir.es, that is when the
Mach number behind the shook wave at some point was less than one,
the flovr is non-conical. When tlie Maoh nu .ber behind the shock is
greater than one, the flow is practically oonioal*
By extension, it is therefore indicted that the analytical
results obtained from (Eef. 2> for flovr conditions other than
those tested would be in reasonable agree^pnt with test results.
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